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          Product: PDFNet

Product Version: 9.1.1

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

how to specify a placeholder for checkbox in docx template

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

We’re trying to create checkbox in office document template using placeholders from json data for docx to PDF generation.  We cannot find any documentation on this.  Could you please suggest the best approach.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

No sample code.  We’re looking for suggestion on best approach.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	API for Document Generation via Template on Cross-Platform (Core)
	APIs for MS Office (docx, xlsx, pptx) to PDF conversion on Cross-Platform (Core)
	PDFTron Custom Security Handler on Cross-Platform (Core) - Encrypting a PDFTron Custom secured document using the password and application custom id
	Convert PDF to PDF/A on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class OfficeToPDFOptions - GetTemplateParamsJson()
	Class PageLabel
	Class SecurityHandler - GetAuthorizationData(SecurityHandler.Permission)

Forums:	Enable LTV for an existing signature C++
	How can i make a pdf form editable with all its form fields?
	UI and functionality customisation
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          Hello,

In order to provide you with the best solution, we would like to clarify a few things about your requirements. It is possible to place checkboxes using fonts (such as wingdings). In this case, you do not need to use the templating function. You can place a checkbox on the docx directly, which will get converted over.

However, note that the above checkboxes are not clickable. Do you require them to be selected by the user?
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          I don’t need checkbox to be clickable as I’m using docx template to create pdf.  For windings font, does it mean that the placeholder holds checked/unchecked symbol?
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          Thank you for your clarifications. Do you require the checkbox (wingings font) to be placed during the templating stage?

In other words, does placing the wingdings font (check or uncheck box) into the template docx (and not doing it through the templating stage) fulfill your requirements, or do you require these boxes to be added though the json?
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